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Research-led cyber security consultants.







Talk to an expert today
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About Us

MWR is an independent cyber security consultancy with research at the core of what we do. Solving our MEA clients’ unique cyber security challenges and ensuring they are more resilient to cyber-attacks is why we exist and continue to exist.

MWR is renowned for its technical excellence and client-centric approach to solving cyber security challenges. From partnering with some of Africa’s most renowned financial institutions, to advising large telecommunications and media corporations, our reputation of trust speaks for itself.

















  
 A Client Focus

MWR works alongside organisations and their requirements to develop a comprehensive understanding of strategic needs. This approach allows us to provide security solutions that empower our clients, rather than restrict them. 




 

 
 MEA Operating Focus

Headquartered in Johannesburg South Africa, MWR services clients across Africa and The Middle East. The focus on these regions and their unique cyber security challenges allows us to ensure that our service offering and research initiatives are tailored to our target market. 














 

 
 Technical Excellence

We’ll never just fix the symptoms of a security issue, but will take the time to look for the root cause. Our integrity is fundamental to everything we do – we hate hype, abhor buzzwords and place an enormous emphasis on the outcomes our clients receive. 




  
 Research-led

We believe that being at the forefront of research drives the high level of service MWR offers. Our ability to invest time into new endeavours keeps our consultants on the leading edge of security and gives us a unique insight into the mind of the attacker. 

















 
 






Our History

MWR’s history has sharpened our ability to protect our clients’ future.












































 
 






Our Research

MWR has a dedicated commitment to research, with our technical consultants devoting time to conducting security research relevant to the industry and our clients. Whether the time is used to investigate new software, hardware, or protocols, we encourage our team to push the boundaries of what’s possible.



















Since our inception, MWR’s research has won numerous industry awards, been presented at top-tier security conferences and gained worldwide press coverage. But most important of all, our research goes into supporting the high level of technical expertise available to our clients.










For example, by taking the time to break the latest smartphone, our consultants will have a deeper understanding of the device and therefore the methods a skilled attacker could use to find their way in. Along with the personal development this offers our people, the knowledge gained gives MWR the ability to secure our clients to the highest possible standard.




















 
 






Our People

Being able to solve complex cyber security problems requires unique skillsets.



















MWR consultants combine a passion for security with technical excellence and so we actively search for, and employ those that share that ethos. We love hacking things and solving problems at MWR. If this wasn’t our job, we’d be doing it as a hobby.










In addition to the above, communication is a vital quality for MWR consultants. It is essential to us that we are able to conduct assessments to find security vulnerabilities in systems and networks, but equally important is our ability to be able to effectively communicate these findings to our clients, at a level that is relevant to the audience. We aim to ensure that vulnerabilities and our recommendations are fully understood and communicated with the right level of context for the environment and organisation that we are working with.







































 
 






Service Offering

Our specialist security solutions are delivered via our dedicated service areas. Each specialises in a different aspect of information security, providing a range of solutions tailored to the cyber security challenges that organisations currently face.
















 
 













Security Assurance


Comprehensively assess web and mobile applications, the underlying APIs that they consume, as well as external and internal network infrastructure.







LEARN MORE






















Cloud Security


Help organisations to predict, prevent, detect, and respond to attacks in IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS cloud implementations, across multiple providers, at all stages of adoption.







LEARN MORE






















DevSecOps Consultancy


Help organisations to improve or adapt security practices in their software development process.









LEARN MORE




















Cyber Defence


Use our extensive knowledge of real-world attacker TTPs to deliver effective offensive, defensive and collaborative client engagements across various specialties.







LEARN MORE












 
 













Managed Services


Provide continuous services that assist clients in managing their internet-exposed estates, through external asset mapping and vulnerability management services.







LEARN MORE






















Digital Forensics and IR

Provide incident readiness consultancy services to help organisations prepare for cyber-attack as well as rapid assistance for security breaches, containing the incident to allow effective remediation and recovery.





LEARN MORE






















Strategic Consultancy


Utilise in-house security expertise to advise and consult on cyber security strategy, organisational maturity and security assurance testing roadmaps.







LEARN MORE












 
 






Industries







MWR applies our cutting-edge cyber security expertise and solutions across a range of industries.







Every day we deliver protection and peace of mind to clients who find themselves facing different cyber security challenges.







Our deep understanding of specific industry needs allows us to develop targeted solutions to address these challenges.






























 
 














Banking

Solve the strategic security issues faced by the banking industry with MWR.







LEARN MORE























Energy

Improve your resilience to the cyber threats facing the energy sector with MWR.







LEARN MORE























Insurance

Helping insurers tackle the cyber threats facing their industry.







LEARN MORE












 
 














Technology

Clients developing new technology face near constant attempts to breach their security.







LEARN MORE























Media

Helping clients in the media industry improve their resilience to the cyber threat.







LEARN MORE























Telecoms

Improve resilience to cyber threats facing the telecommunications industry with MWR.







LEARN MORE












 
 















Training







MWR’s cyber security training courses are distinctive in letting you see your network and applications from the attacker’s viewpoint. Understanding the attacker mindset equips you to make the right decisions about the security of your own systems and applications.






















 
 









Learn from the experts 

Our consultants are experienced cyber security professionals who deal with penetration testing and security assessments every day.
They deliver training that is highly relevant and up to date.






















Hands-on practice 

Our courses place the emphasis on practice, packed with hands-on exercises dealing with realistic applications and networks; all modeled on what MWR has observed in real-world penetration tests.






















Cutting-edge knowledge 

Our upgraded course syllabus and remodeled labs deliver a complete infrastructure of real-life applications and programs to immerse you in the realities of attack and defence.
















 
 






Courses













 
 













Proactive Web Defence

A three-day cyber security training course in web application security and secure coding practices, helping to ensure that your software is resilient to attacks.





LEARN MORE




















Proactive Network Defence

A three-day training course in network security, showing how to defend against cyber attacks of all levels of sophistication, up to and including APTs.





LEARN MORE




















Proactive Mobile Defence: Android

A two-day mobile security training course on secure application and software development.







LEARN MORE




















Proactive DevSecOps Defence

A three-day training course on common attack vectors affecting the entire Software Development Life Cycle.





LEARN MORE



























 
 






Careers

Looking at getting into cyber security?





SEE AVAILABLE POSITIONS

  



























 
 




Talk to an expert today

  































What you will

get from us:

 


 







  
 Well established hybrid working culture, suited for the current global pandemic situation. 


  
 Real meaning for your work and help to protect organisations and individuals from cyber threats. 


  
 Challenging and interesting problems that will push you to learn new ideas, technologies and ways of working. 


  
 The chance to work with one of the best engineering teams in MWR. The team spirit and culture is probably the single biggest benefit we have to offer. 



















 







  
 Work in the domain that is the fastest growing in the world. 


  
 A team that is technical, ambitious and friendly, that will share their knowledge and expect you to do the same. 


  
 A team that believes in quality and test automation, and is willing to invest time and effort to continually improve product quality. 


  
 Something new to learn, even after months and years! 
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INCIDENT RESPONSE






Need immediate assistance?

Call our CIR/CSIR accredited incident response Hotline

+27 10 100 3157

or email [email protected]

To communicate securely with MWR, please use this 
PGP Public Key.
































